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NEW
TOOLING

RELIANT REGAL
SUPERVAN

NEW
Tooling!

Scammell Highwayman Crane - Pickfords
The popular and collectable Pickfords colour scheme looks
great on this finely detailed little model. Decorated in the
company’s familiar navy blue with white lettering, the livery is
enlivened by the bright red wheels and the detailed British
Road Services roundel on the cab doors.  Note too, the
red/silver Scammell lettering
on the radiator grille.  
The vehicle carries a Fleet
No. M2362, registration 
plate XXW 949.

SCALE PRICE
76SH002 1:76 £10.95

Scammell Highwayman Crane -
Pickfords

Scammell Pioneer Recovery Tractor - Moreton C Cullimore
Another new Scammell to enter the Oxford range is the Pioneer, produced 
between 1937 and 1945. It served throughout WWII as an artillery tractor, as
well as being used as a 6 x 4 heavy breakdown vehicle.  After the end of the 
war, the Pioneer proved most useful in civilian life in the roles of heavy 
haulage, forestry, fairground and recovery, lasting well
into the 1980s.  The Gloucestershire-based 
sand and gravel haulage company of 
Moreton C Cullimore bought this 
particular recovery tractor and 
have restored it completely in 
their corporate colour scheme, 
even down to the detail of giving 
it a name from Charles Dickens’ 
novels, in line with all their fleet.

SCALE PRICE
76SP001 1:76 £11.95

NEWScammell Pioneer Recovery 
Tractor - Moreton C Cullimore



MAN Pump Ladder - Devon and Somerset 
Fire and Rescue 
Our model of the very modern fire appliance,
registered WA09 KME as used by this West
Country fire service, carries a wealth of 
detail, which will appeal to all collectors 
of contemporary emergency vehicles.  
Mounted on a black chassis with red, silver
and yellow paintwork to the Right Hand Drive
cab and rear, the door handles, windscreen
surround, mirrors and mudguards are painted
matt black. The cab roof is painted white and
all the ‘metalwork’ is masked in silver. 
Other authentic details extend to the Night Owl
Mast Lamp on the passenger side roof and a blue
tinted light bar.  Even the up to date Crimestoppers
slogans are minutely printed across the back doors. 

Scania Aerial Rescue Pump 
(ARP) - Northamptonshire Fire 
and Rescue
Another addition to the Oxford
Emergency fleet is also a very
modern fire appliance, which comes
decorated in the traditional Fire and
Rescue colour scheme, as used by
the Northamptonshire Fire and
Rescue Service.  Registered KX09
JHK, the model features an
unprecedented level of printed detail
including the fire service crest,
manufacturers’ details and a notice
advising its Rear Steer facility.  
The little replica also features a 
Mast Lamp, this time a Night 
Scan type housed on the 
red cab roof on the 
driver’s side.

AEC Regent III/Merryweather Fire Engine -
Hong Kong Fire Brigade
A reminder of our Colonial past is this classic
fire appliance as used in the former British
protectorate.  Decorated in traditional red
with silver on all vertical surfaces, the model 
is finished off with matt brown masking. 
The colourful Hong Kong FS crest adorns 
the cab doors and the lettering along the 
sides is printed in gold, while the number 
plate simply reads HKFS. With its nostalgic
overseas connotations, this little model
provides an unusual addition to any 
emergency vehicle collection.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76MFE004 1:76 £15.25

NEWMAN Pump Ladder - Devon
and Somerset F and R 

SCALE PRICE
76SAL005 1:76 £20.95

NEWScania Aerial Rescue Pump -
Northamptonshire F and R 

SCALE PRICE
76REG006 1:76 £12.45

NEWAEC Regent III - 
Hong Kong Fire Brigade

1:76 SCALE



Dennis RS Fire Engine - London Fire
Brigade (London’s Burning)
Further new tooling from Oxford
introduces the Dennis RS Fire Engine,
which was purchased and used extensively
by fire authorities when it first appeared in
the late 1970s.  Even though manufacture
ceased in the early 1990s, the Dennis RS is
still in use today by a wide number of fire
authorities.  Differing from previous fire

vehicles, which were used in a variety of roles,
the RS version was a purpose built fire appliance.

One of its special attributes was a reinforced all-
welded steel cab to protect the crew.

Avid enthusiasts will appreciate that the London Fire 
Brigade did not in fact use the Dennis RS Fire Engine but
it gained its fame as the ‘star’ of the long-running TV series
‘London’s Burning’ with registration number VDT 420Y.  
It was at the time an ex-South Yorkshire fire engine and is
now in preservation.

Austin ATV - Essex County Fire Brigade
Registered GLE 52, the Essex County Fire Brigade may well
have used this vehicle during WWII as the Austin ATV was
built with this in mind.  

The Austin ATV (Auxiliary Towing Vehicle) was introduced in
1941 and continued in manufacture until 1943.  Built on the
Austin K2 2-ton short wheelbase chassis, these vehicles were
made with reinforced steel to protect the occupants,
particularly when working in areas subject to bombing and
associated enemy action.  The seating accommodated the
driver and one passenger in the front, with the crew
sitting on cushioned equipment lockers along the back.  

Our latest model is painted in the traditional bright
red with black chassis.  The bodywork is
complemented by silver coach lines and gold
lettering, as well as bearing the Brigade crest on the
cab doors.  Additional details include brown ladders on 
the roof and two spotlights and bell above the windscreen.
Note too the ‘canvas’ curtained back providing token 
protection for the fire crew seated inside.

NEW
Tooling! SCALE PRICE

76DN001 1:76 £12.95

NEWDennis RS Fire Engine -
London Fire Brigade

SCALE PRICE
76ATV005 1:76 £7.45

NEWAustin ATV - Essex County
Fire Brigade

SCALE PRICE
76F8001 1:76 £12.95

Dennis F8 - London Fire Brigade 

Dennis F8 - London Fire Brigade
The Dennis F8 belongs to the 1950s era at a time when
the famous coachbuilder’s vehicles dominated the fire
emergency scene.  Today, it remains one of only a handful
of manufacturers specialising in fire-fighting machinery.

Our model, registered 42 CMX, would have made a
striking sight speeding through London, with its silver
bodywork and red front, which also incorporates the
Dennis name in silver/black on the radiator grille.  
The London Fire Brigade four-colour crest features on
the side along with the Brigade lettering in gold.  A useful
addition is a spare set of extension ladders perched on
the roof, capable of a 35 ft stretch, essential to reach the
tall buildings in our capital city. 

1:76 SCALE



Ford Transit Mk1 Beavertail Recovery - AA
Only the second release of the recently tooled Ford
Transit MkI cab with its characteristic Beavertail rear
body, our model comes in the familiar and highly
visible yellow and black livery of the Automobile

Association.  An additional feature
comprises the pyramid style roof box
with orange beacon on the cab roof.

The platform is masked in silver and the radiator
masking operation deserves special mention, finished
in yellow with black ventilation grilles.  Registered TLF
248M, this vehicle dates from 1973.  Why not add one
of your own ‘rescued’ Oxford Diecast cars of the
period to the platform, to complete the image.

AEC Matador Wrecker - East Kent 
The AEC Matador Wrecker, an ex WWII heavy haulage unit, was the
perfect vehicle in civilian life when used as a breakdown vehicle.
Oxford have already brought you the version used by Southdown
and you can now add this latest release, modelled on the wrecker 
as used by the East Kent public transport service.

Finished in the East Kent corporate colour scheme of dark red and
cream, the East Kent logo features above the cab window and along
the sides, while the number plate is a red and white trade plate 116
FN fitted to the front and rear.  Further masking operations include
the front headlights in silver and the rear lights in red and orange. 

If you are a collector of PSV vehicles
from the south of England, this East
Kent buses wrecker would make an
appropriate addition.   

Ford Transit Mk1 Beavertail Recovery - Red
The third model in this new series could have
belonged to any roadside breakdown specialist
in 1972.  Painted bright red, the model has
a silver platform, black interior detail and
also features a roof beacon above the cab.
The white radiator has black ventilation
grilles and the registration plate UEV 320L
is silver out of black.  To complete the
model, the Ford name is masked in silver
across the bonnet.  You could always personalise 
it with a breakdown provider of the era.

1:76 SCALE

NEWAEC Matador - East Kent 
SCALE PRICE

76AEC015 1:76 £11.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76FTB002 1:76 £9.95

NEWFord Transit MkI
Beavertail Recovery - AA 

SCALE PRICE
76FTB003 1:76 £9.95

NEWFord Transit MkI
Beavertail Recovery - Red 

SCALE PRICE
76FTB001 1:76 £9.95

Ford Transit MkI Beavertail
Recovery - RAC

SCALE PRICE
76AEC014 1:76 £11.95

AEC Matador Wrecker - Southdown



White Fridge Trailer
Fulfilling the much-requested need
for plain vehicles to customise to
your own specifications, we invite our
lorry enthusiasts to indulge in a DIY
exercise on this latest fridge trailer
introduction. The possibilities are
endless, so have fun!

White Scania Cab
You have the trailer and now we give you the plain white Scania
Cab to personalise as you wish before pulling your own customised
trailer.  Another great opportunity 
to practise your artistic skills on 
an Oxford model.

Volvo FH Curtainside Lorry - 
David Bletsoe-Brown
The David Bletsoe-Brown group 
is a family owned business which
was founded by the current
Managing Director and Chairman,
David Bletsoe-Brown, in 1976
with just one vehicle. Today, it
operates with a fleet of forty
lorries from its 2-acre site half a
mile from Junction 7 of the A14
near Kettering. Its speciality is
palletised distribution and the colourful
two tone dark blue and light blue fleet can be
seen throughout the UK, with one of its major clients
being the Tesco supermarket chain.

Our 1:76 scale Oxford replica, registered S41 JDP,
represents a curtainside lorry from the fleet decorated in
their signature two-tone colour scheme with a silver roof

and carrying a wealth of detail.  Note particularly the
intricately printed back doors, the curtainside ties along
the sides of the trailer, the blue fuel tank straps and the
roof visor component which is finished in a tinted
transparent red.

1:76 SCALE

NEW
Tooling!

NEWWhite Scania Cab
SCALE PRICE

76WHSCACAB 1:76 £8.95

NEWWhite Fridge Trailer
SCALE PRICE

76WHFRTRA 1:76 £7.95

Atkinson 8 Wheel Flatbed Lorry - BRSMAN TGX XXL Combitrailer - 
W H Malcolm 

Volvo FH Recovery Truck - CMG

SCALE PRICE
VOL07REC 1:76 £19.45

SCALE PRICE
MAN02CT 1:76 £20.45

SCALE PRICE
76ATKL001 1:76 £11.95

SCALE PRICE
76VOL01CL 1:76 £14.95

NEWBrown Volvo FH Curtainside
Lorry - David Bletsoe 

    



Bedford OWB Bus - British Railways
In 1948, the ‘Big Four’ independent
railway companies were absorbed into
the nationalised British Railways.  
Our little model single decker bus in
its immediate post-war drab grey
livery was deployed by British
Railways with a Private
destination blind, probably 
for the transport of staff or
workmen.  Registered DFE
891, the austere paintwork 
is relieved by a white stripe
running along the sides
with the serial number
S298 W printed in front of 
the double doors and British
Railways printed further along.  The interior
wood effect brown slatted seat configuration includes a
raised section with four seats on each side at the rear of

the bus.  Note too that this model comes with the small
headlight option.

Scammell Mechanical Horse Van Trailer - British Rail Scammell Scarab Van Trailer - British Rail 

SCALE PRICE
76MH014 1:76 £8.25

SCALE PRICE
76RAB001 1:76 £7.25

Land Rover 109" Canvas - 
British Railways 

Morris J2 Ambulance - 
British Railways 

Morris J2 Van - British Railways 

SCALE PRICE
76JM007 1:76 £4.25

SCALE PRICE
76JM019 1:76 £4.25

SCALE PRICE
76LAN1109005 1:76 £4.25

Commer Q25 - British Railways Ford Anglia - British Rail Scammell Mechanical Horse -
British Rail

SCALE PRICE
76MH006 1:76 £7.25

SCALE PRICE
76ANG037 1:76 £3.95

SCALE PRICE
76CM001 1:76 £4.75

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76OWB006 1:76 £12.95

NEWBedford OWB Bus - British
Railways 



Humber Pullman Limousine - Black Pearl/Shell Grey
A replica of a car made in 1952, our model is based on
the original in the Humber Car Museum owned by Allan
Marshall, from Hull.  Allan has a number of Humbers in
the museum and you can learn all about his
fascinating collection by visiting his website
at www.humbercarmuseum.co.uk .  
The history of the Humber Pullman
started in 1930, when the four-door
limousine with Thrupp & Mabberley
coachwork was introduced by the
British Humber Company as a
successor to the Humber 20/65 hp.
Between 1948 and 1954, the Humber Pullman
was offered with a central partition for chauffeured
use and the Oxford version carries this special feature. 
The second Oxford release on the Humber Pullman
Limousine has Black Pearl/Shell Grey bodywork with
superb whitewall tyres lined in red with silver hubcaps.

The interior of the vehicle is also exceptionally well
detailed.  Less than a hundred of these vehicles have
survived and are therefore very expensive.  Our delightful
little Oxford replica provides a very affordable substitute!

Vauxhall PA Cresta - 
Swan White/Lime Yellow 

Daimler DS420 Limo - Dark Blue 

SCALE PRICE
DS005 1:43 £20.95

SCALE PRICE
VFE004 1:43 £20.95

MGZB Varitone - Ivory/Black 1928 Daimler - 
Queen Mary

Austin Heavy Twelve - Maroon

SCALE PRICE
AHT002 1:43 £20.95

SCALE PRICE
RD002 1:43 £23.95

SCALE PRICE
MGZ004 1:43 £20.49

Austin Heavy Twelve - Cobalt Blue Jaguar XK150 Roadster - 
British Racing Green 

Humber Pullman Limousine -
Black/Burgundy (Rothchild) 

SCALE PRICE
HPL001 1:43 £20.95

SCALE PRICE
JAGXK150004 1:43 £20.95

SCALE PRICE
AHT003 1:43 £20.95

1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 
Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:43 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
HPL002 1:43 £20.95

NEWHumber Pullman Limo -
Black Pearl/Shell Grey 



Austin Atlantic Saloon - Ash Green
Our first Oxford release of the Austin Atlantic is decorated
in the authentic Ash Green, with Deep Brunswick Green
roof, registered TVW 705.  The wealth of chrome adds an
elegant finish.  Tiny details include the Austin badge above
the radiator and also on the boot at the back, as well as
the Austin of England name printed on the wings.  

Look out for the two-door sports
coupé version of the Austin Atlantic
due for release in the near future.

Morris Marina - Harvest Gold
In real life, the Morris Marina was dubbed one of the worst cars ever
produced but despite that, it was really popular during its lifetime.  

Our newly tooled Marina comes in Harvest Gold, which was one 
of the most popular colour schemes of the 1970s.  The front 
sidelights and rear lights are picked out colour and a high 
number of masking operations replicate the silver (chrome) 
finish of the real thing. 
Note particularly the silver
trim detail on the wheel
rims and the front grille. 

Reliant Regal Supervan - AA Patrol Service
The Reliant Regal was manufactured between 1953-1973 by the
Reliant Motor Company, with over 2 million made.  Weighing under
7 cwt and with only three wheels, it was surprisingly classed as a
tricycle and could be driven with a motorcycle licence. 

The newly tooled Oxford Reliant Regal Supervan wears the
Automobile Association’s signature yellow and black colour

scheme.  The tooling includes a roof
board advertising the AA Patrol Service,
which is echoed along the sides.

Jaguar XJS - Arctic Blue
The Jaguar XJ-S, which became known as the XJS in the
1990s, was classed as a luxury grand tourer, made by the
upmarket Jaguar Company between 1975 and 1996.  

The 1:76 scale Oxford replica, registered E863 HNR is
painted in one of the most popular XJS colours - Arctic
Blue.  The icy blue metallic finish looks magnificent
against the mass of silvered ‘chrome work’ which extends 
to the wheel hubs, door handles, window and rear panel
surround, exhausts, front grille and bumper tops. The model
is completed with black interior detail and beige seats.

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWMorris Marina - Harvest Gold 
SCALE PRICE

76MAR001 1:76 £3.95

NEWAA Reliant Regal Supervan
SCALE PRICE

76REL001 1:76 £3.95

NEWJaguar XJS - Arctic Blue 
SCALE PRICE

76XJS004 1:76 £4.25

Bentley Mk VI - Ivo Peters
Railway enthusiasts will be well acquainted with the celebrated railway
photographer Ivo Peters, BEM (1915-1989).  The newly tooled 
Oxford miniature of the Bentley Mk.VI is as owned by Ivo Peters.
Painted in authentic Oxford Blue, with registration number 
NHY 581, the elegant bodywork also has detailed features 
picked out in silver, including the door handles, radiator grille, 
wheel centres, bumpers,
light surrounds and the
prestigious Bentley badge.  

NEWBentley MkVI - Ivo Peters 
SCALE PRICE

76BN6001 1:76 £3.95
NEW
Tooling!

NEWAustin Atlantic - Ash Green 
SCALE PRICE

76ATL001 1:76 £3.95

1:76 SCALE



Morris 1000 Van - Sandy Beige
The favourite small van for commercial use was the Morris
Minor, the most famous user of which was the General Post
Office.  Technically, they differed from the saloon in that they
had a separate chassis, stiffer rear springs and lower ratio
differentials to cope with heavier loads.

The latest livery on our Morris 1000 van, registered RMF 476,
is in plain sandy beige with black
chassis, relieved by silver masking
to door handles, window
surrounds and bumpers. 

VW Bay Window Pick Up - Marine Blue/White
The pick-up version of the iconic VW van was introduced in
1959 and served as a small commercial vehicle capable of
transporting goods, people, or both without any problem.  

The dark blue and white livery on our version is striking in
a simple way, with detail picked out in black and silver.
Registered GAE 441K, 
it dates from the last days
of production in 1971.

VW T25 Camper - Ivory VW Bay Bus - Signal Orange/White VW Bay Window Van - BRS Rental 

VW T25 Bus - Cornat Blue/
Guinea Blue 

VW T25 Van - Pastel White VW Bay Bus - Pastel White 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76VW011 1:76 £3.95

SCALE PRICE
76T25001 1:76 £4.45

SCALE PRICE
76T25002 1:76 £4.45

SCALE PRICE
76VW018 1:76 £4.25

SCALE PRICE
76VW022 1:76 £4.25

SCALE PRICE
76T25003 1:76 £4.45

SCALE PRICE
76VW021 1:76 £4.25

NEWVW Bay Window Pick Up -
Marine Blue/White 

SCALE PRICE
76MM057 1:76 £4.25

NEWMorris 1000 Van - 
Sandy Beige 

BSA Motorcycle and Sidecar - RAC
The motorcycle and sidecar was a popular form of transport from
the 1930s right through to the 1950s.  The RAC was the main rival
to the Automobile Association and like the AA, already the subject
of an Oxford model, the RAC used the motorbike and sidecar for
the purposes of roadside assistance for motorists.  It is very
appropriate, therefore, that the
second release off the new 
Oxford tool is that of the RAC. SCALE PRICE

76BSA002 1:76 £3.95

NEWBSA Motorcycle and
Sidecar - RAC



AviAtion

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
72DR003 1:72 £29.95

Dragon Rapide G-AGJG. -
Scottish Airways Ltd.

SCALE PRICE
72TM003 1:72 £29.95

Tiger Moth G-ACDA - De Havilland
School of Flying

SCALE PRICE
AC034 1:72 £12.95

Lavochkin LA-7 - Ivan
Nikitovich Kozhedub

SCALE PRICE
AC027 1:72 £12.95

Arado AR196

SCALE PRICE
AC024 1:72 £12.95

Kittyhawk MkIa SCALE PRICE
AC028 1:72 £12.95

FW Ta152

SCALE PRICE
AC033 1:72 £12.95

Airacobra P39

1:72
SCALE



Plaxton Elite - Paul S Winson 

SCALE PRICE
NPE005 1:148 £6.95

Scammell Scarab Van Trailer -
Railfreight

SCALE PRICE
NRAB009 1:148 £5.25

Bedford OB - Edinburgh

SCALE PRICE
NOB011 1:148 £5.75

Burlingham Sunsaloon - 
Alexander Northern 

SCALE PRICE
NBS006 1:148 £5.95

Scammell Mechanical Horse Van
Trailer - BR 

SCALE PRICE
NMH014 1:148 £5.95

Q1 Trolleybus -
Bournemouth

SCALE PRICE
NQ1008 1:148 £5.95

Albion Horsebox - British Rail 

SCALE PRICE
NAH001 1:148 £4.25

Scarab Van Trailer - British Rail 

SCALE PRICE
NRAB001 1:148 £5.25

Dennis F12 Fire Engine - London

SCALE PRICE
NDEN001 1:148 £5.25

n SCALE
Queen Mary - British Shoe Corporation
The double decker popularly known as the Queen Mary was
formally titled the Leyland Titan PD3/4 and was used extensively
following its introduction in the 1960s, with the most prolific
user being Southdown Motors, already modelled by Oxford.
Our latest livery on the Queen Mary, registered XUF 852, is as
used by the British Shoe Corporation in their colour scheme of
red, white and blue.  Additional
colour includes silver and black
masking and detailed red and
orange rear indicator lights. 

SCALE PRICE
NQM007 1:148 £5.75

NEWQueen Mary - British
Shoe Corporation

NEW

AEC RF - Green Line
The London Transport Green Line coaches were a
familiar sight on the suburban roads across the Home
Counties from the 1960s and our version, registered
MLL588, is as operated on Route 725, travelling from
Windsor across the south east corner of the capital to
Gravesend, via Croydon, Kingston-on-Thames and several
other key suburban towns in between.  The two-tone
green single decker is enhanced with yellow destination
panels on the front and sides, with black lettering
indicating its calling points along the way.  The Green 
Line roundel is also reproduced in yellow on the back 
of the bus, while the minute but highly detailed address,
bus specifications and fleet number are printed in white

on the near side.  Even the 
door handle has been given special treatment with a tiny
white masking operation on our N scale model.

AEC RF - Green Line
SCALE PRICE

NRF007 1:148 £5.75



Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,
Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AR67 AR66 AR65AR68AR70AR71AR72

AR75 AR74 AR73AR76AR77AR78AR79

AR83 AR82 AR81AR84AR85AR86AR87

AR46AR47AR48AR49AR50

AR53 AR52 AR51AR54AR55AR56AR57

AR60 AR59 AR58AR61AR62AR63AR64

AR88 Out of their element
This fascinating publication is devoted to cars and other vehicles that float, fly or run on rails.
Here are the stories of amphibious vehicles, roadable aircraft and road-railers, along with a 

few other curiosities.  Hundreds of unusual vehicles are described and pictured, many of
them apparently offering solutions to problems which no-one thought actually existed.
The fevered brainchildren of many eccentric inventors and visionary engineers are
described here. AR88

NEW

Auto rEviEw bookS ALL AT £5.95 EACH


